
As you watch Call Box’s webinar hosted by Judson Jones and 
Teresa Bordenet—Call Tracking 101: Why You Need to Be 
Tracking 100% of Your Store’s Calls—fill out this workbook. It 
will ask you questions about the topics covered and allow you 
to relate key concepts to your own store(s).

WEBINAR
WORKBOOK
CALL TRACKING 101: WHY YOU NEED TO BE 
TRACKING 100% OF YOUR STORE’S CALLS



In your own words, describe what call tracking is and why top dealers leverage call tracking:

Thinking about your own store(s), do you currently utilize call tracking? If yes, what is the main 
purpose of tracking your calls? If no, what level of insight do you currently have into your phone 
call traffic?

In your own words, describe the steps that take place when a customer’s call is tracked, recorded, 
and reviewed:

QUESTION 2

Tracking lines can be local or toll-free phone numbers.

You should use a unique tracking line on each individual source you track.

Yes No

Yes No

QUESTION 3

QUESTION 4

QUESTION 1
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Thanks for completing the complementary workbook for Call Box’s webinar—Call Tracking 
101: Why You Need to Be Tracking 100% of Your Store’s Calls! If you watched the webinar and 
completed this workbook, be sure to schedule a call to review your responses with one of our 
webinar hosts by emailing judson@carwars.com. After completing the conversation, you’ll 
receive a $50 Amazon.com gift card!*
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QUESTION 6

List the five reasons top dealer groups rely on call tracking discussed in the webinar:
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QUESTION 7

Can you track your main store line with call tracking? Yes No

Do you feel like call tracking would benefit your store(s)? Why or why not?

QUESTION 8

* Must be a decision maker. One gift card will be offered per store. Restrictions apply, see Amazon.com/GC-legal. 

QUESTION 5

It is possible to track both inbound and outbound call traffic.

Would you find missed opportunity alerts valuable when phone leads 
slip through the cracks?

Yes No

Yes No

mailto:judson%40carwars.com?subject=Call%20Tracking%20101%20Webinar%20Workbook
http://amazon.com/gc-legal
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